An Experimental Investigation of Temperature Distribution in Different Urban Locations in Aswan, Egypt of Hot and Dry Climate
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ABSTRACT

This paper describes the measurements and analysis of an experimental campaign performed in different urban streets in Aswan, Egypt. The present study is focused on the experimental investigation of thermal characteristics during summer 2012 of five different regions location (building on Nile river shore, building in front of a mountain, building under high power transmission line, two building opposite other in resident region, finally ship in Nile river) aiming at the investigation of the impact of urban location on the potential of natural and hybrid ventilation under hot weather conditions. The temporal and spatial distribution of air and surface temperatures is examined. Emphasis was given on the vertical distribution of air and surface temperatures. The results showed that the measured surface temperature across the street was the highest value than the air and wall temperature where temperature difference between street and air temperature could reach 35˚C and this favored the overheating of lower air levels. Buoyancy generated mainly from asphalt-street heating resulted in the development of the predominant recirculation inside the street canyon. The results also show that air temperature for two building opposite other has a lower value followed by building on Nile river shore followed by building at front of mountain.
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1. Introduction

With rapid urbanization, there has been a tremendous growth in population and buildings in cities. The high concentration of hard surfaces actually triggered many environmental issues. The urban heat island (UHI) effect, one of these environmental issues, is a phenomenon where air temperatures in densely built cities are higher than the suburban rural areas. The primary root of heat island in cities is due to the absorption of solar radiation by mass building structures, roads, and other hard surfaces during daytime. The absorbed heat is subsequently re-radiated to the surroundings and increases ambient temperatures at night.

High temperatures in urban street canyons do create health impacts to people. It is, therefore, important to understand the temperature characteristics in street canyons under real urban meteorological conditions, to formulate effective strategies for control and urban planning.

The main factors which govern the temperature distribution in streets are: emissions from vehicles in the street, street configuration, and meteorological conditions. Pollution from traffic is often the most substantial. However, emissions from power plants, industries and domestic use are important as well. The street geometry, i.e. height of the surrounding buildings and street width, influences the temperature distribution inside the street. Also important is the orientation of the street compared to the prevailing wind direction. The city of Aswan has been chosen due to the large difference in meteorological conditions.

Air circulation and temperature distribution within urban canyons is of high significance for pedestrian comfort, pollutant dispersion, radiated and energy studies and for the potential of natural and hybrid ventilation in urban buildings. as well as, for the evaluation of street canyon models that focus on this field. Several theoretical but only few experimental urban street canyon studies are reported in the literature.

In the past few years, along with the rapid urbanization,
the energy conservation in the civilian sector, which reflects the improvement of living standard, plays an important role in the sustainable development of the city. as well as enough attention to the environmental protection, more and more attention is paid to the reformation of urban energy system. Measurement and analysis of an experimental campaign were performed by K. Niachou et al. [1] in an urban street canyon in Athens, Greece. A number of field and indoor experimental procedures were organized during summer 2002 aiming at the investigation of the impact of urban environment on the potential of natural and hybrid ventilation. The influence of traffic-induced pollutants (e.g. CO, NO, NO₂ and O₃) on the air quality of urban areas was investigated by W. Kuttler and A. Strassburger [2] in the city of Essen, North Rhine-Westphalia (NRW), Germany. Twelve air hygiene profile measuring trips were made to analyze the trace gas distribution in the urban area. A comparison was by Elisabetta Vignati et al. [3] between pollution levels in a street in Copenhagen characterized by frequent high wind conditions and a street in Milan with generally low wind speed conditions. The analysis has shown that the differences in pollution levels in these two cities are governed mainly by the meteorological conditions and especially wind speed. A mobile survey was conducted by Nyuk Hien Wong and Chen Yu [4] to explore both the severity of UHI effect and cooling impacts of green areas at macro-level in Singapore. Island wide temperature distribution was mapped relying on data derived from the mobile survey. Air flow and pollutant dispersion characteristics in an urban street canyon are studied by Yun-Wei Zhang et al. [5] under the real time boundary conditions. A new scheme for realizing real-time boundary conditions in simulations is proposed. Berlian I. Idris et al. [6] have investigated differences in smoking prevalence between urban and non-urban area of residence in six Western European countries (Sweden, Finland, Denmark, Germany, Italy and Spain), and smoking prevalence trends over the period 1985-2000. An analytical model has been developed by Hongbo Ren et al. [7] for estimating an economically efficient installation and operation pattern for the distributed energy system for the urban area in china. The data analyzed by Jing Yuan and Akula Venkatram [8] are relevant to dispersion from near surface urban sources at distances where the vertical plume spread is less than the average height of the buildings. An attempt is made by Vali Kalantar [9] to study the cooling performance of a wind tower numerically in hot and arid region. A three-dimensional computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulation coupled with radiation and conduction analysis was carried out by Hong Huang et al. [10] to analyze the pollutant dispersion under non-isothermal conditions within an objective area in Kawasaki city, Japan, in winter.

In the present study, a number of field experimental procedure were performed in an urban street, in Aswan, aiming at the investigation of the thermal characteristics during hot weather conditions for different urban location. The aim is to present the detailed experimental data within a real urban street during hot summer weather conditions. The results of this experiment can be very useful for the understanding of the impact of the urban street location on the potential of natural and hybrid ventilation in urban buildings, as well as, for the evaluation of street canyon models that focus on this field.

2. Experimental Investigation

A number of experimental procedures were organized in different urban street canyon location as shown in Figure 1, located at a high density residential area, near the center of Aswan. The experiments were performed inside and outside the canyon during the period 9:00 am to 2:00 pm for 19-24 June 2012. Less attention has been paid to analyzing the air temperature of urban areas with various types of land use and their interactions with high spatial resolution. Meteorological data consisting of air and surface temperature measurements were recorded on a continuous basis. A detailed description of the field measurements is given in Table 1. The temperature measure-
Table 1. Experimental runs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Run number</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Run time</th>
<th>Air temperature</th>
<th>Surface temperature</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Street temperature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Wall temperature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Building at front of mountain</td>
<td>Day</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Building at front of mountain</td>
<td>Night</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Building at Nile river shore</td>
<td>Day</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Two building opposite each others</td>
<td>Day</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Ship in Nile river</td>
<td>Day</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Under power line transmission</td>
<td>Day</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ments consisted of: the performed air and surface temperature measurements in five locations.

3. Measuring Instrumentation

3.1. Air Temperature

The air temperature at different positions in the urban location has been measured by digital air velocity and temperature instrument as shown in Figure 2. It has the capability to be connected to a computer and/or a printer for accessing data and printing it. The specifications of the air velocity and temperature are listed in Table 2. All measuring devices have been monitored throughout the day and their outputs have been recorded every 60 min.

3.2. Surface Temperature

Surface temperatures (as wall and street temperatures) were also measured with Radiation Pyrometer ARDOCELL PZ Profibus 7MC3060-···-Z-A40 as shown in Figure 3. Measurements were performed from the ground level up to the fourth floor, every 1 h.

4. Description of Field Measurements

The studied canyons (Figure 1), having a range of height to width ratio (H/W) of (1.5 - 2). The canyons are oriented with its long-axis in an N-W direction. The building walls are made of concrete. The vertical distribution of the surface temperatures on the buildings opposite mountain was studied during day and night, since it is important to understand the transfer phenomena between them and the adjacent air.

5. Results and Discussion

In this part, the obtained experimental results will be comprehensively discussed. The results include air temperature and surface temperature (street and wall temperatures) distribution along five urban locations. Finally a comparison between temperature distribution for different locations has been done. Inside the urban street canyon during June 2012 in Aswan, Egypt.

5.1. Air Temperature near Canyon Facades

In order to understand the mechanisms that determine the distribution of air temperature inside a canyon, air temperature measurements have been performed in close to
opposite building facades. The air temperature distribution has been analysed in order to investigate the impact of the street layout and orientation, as well, of the surface temperatures due to convection heat transfer phenomena.

The air temperature distribution across the canyon is of great interest. As temperature in the middle of canyon and near the ground level air temperature was more dependent upon the flux divergence in air volume including that of the horizontal transport. The measured air temperature differences between the two facades vary, as a function of the canyon layout and the surface characteristics.

Air temperature near building walls for different location urban was measured at a distance of 0.5 m from the exterior walls as shown in Figure 4. Measurements were performed from the ground level up to the fourth or sixth floor, every 1 h depend on geometry of building. Figure 5 showed air temperature of different urban at Aswan. It could be seen from Figure 5 that the air temperature at 0.5 m from the exterior walls for most urban location for the same floor number during day time is increase with time to maximum value near a noon then decrease with time as does the general trend of solar radiation. Only the air temperature at 0.5 m from the exterior walls for building facing a mountain for the same floor number during night time is decreasing with time as could be explained by losing heat by convection during night. Also it could be seen that the air temperature at 0.5 m from the exterior walls for most urban location (except ship in Nile river) at the same time decrease with floor number i.e. decrease as far up from land as this go in line with general trend of ambient temperature with vertical distance from land. Also the air temperature at 0.5 m from the exterior walls for ship at Nile river was found to be increased with floor number i.e. increase as far vertically from water surface.

Finally for two building opposite each other the measured air temperature differences between the two facades vary, as a function of the canyon layout and the surface characteristics.

As it was expected, the air temperature close to west facade was higher than near east facade during time range (9:00 am-12:00 am). And vice versa the air temperature close to west facade was lower than near east facade during time range (1:00 pm-2:00 pm).

Comparison between air temperature of building at front of mountain during day and night it could be seen that temperature values for day is more than for night due

![Figure 4. A schematic representation of temperature measurements performed.](image)

![Figure 5. Hourly distributions of air temperatures for different urban locations.](image)
to solar radiation in day. Finally comparing of air temperature for all urban location it could be seen that air temperature for two building opposite each other has a lower value followed by building on Nile river shore followed by building at front of mountain.

5.2. Surface Temperatures

Surface temperatures were conducted on the ground by an infrared thermometer equipped with a laser beam, every one hour. The surface temperatures were recorded across the canyon on the asphalt street and on the sidewalks on each side of the road. The emissivity value used for the measured materials was considered.

Wall Temperature

The vertical distribution of the surface temperatures on the different buildings shown in Figure 4 was studied during day. Since it is important to understand the transfer phenomena between them and the adjacent air. Surface temperatures were measured with the infrared thermometer. Measurements were performed from the ground level up to the fourth or sixth floor, every 1 h.

The surface temperatures on the different buildings wall were reported in Figure 6. It could be seen from Figure 6 that the surface temperature of most building location for the same floor during day increase with time to maximum value then decrease as do solar radiation with time. But the surface temperature for building opposite mountain during night decrease with time due to heat losses during night. Also it could be seen from Figure 6 that the surface temperature for most building location decrease with increase floor number (far from land) as this could be explained as a result of the higher ground temperatures and the reduced wind effect, also this could be explained by the fact that lower level surfaces have lower sky view factors and thus irradiative losses to the sky are smaller. Except surface temperature at ship increase with floor number i.e. as far from water surface. Figure 6 also could show that surface temperatures during night has a lower values than during day for building opposite mountain as this could be due to heat losses by convection during night. Comparing surface temperature for different location it could be seen that building opposite mountain has higher value followed by ship in Nile river followed by two building opposite others followed by building on Nile river shore. It could be seen that although ship was in river it has a higher wall temperature comparing to other building as this could be explained that its wall was from metal which absorb heat thus higher its temperature.

As expected, the thermal behavior of the two opposite walls is more complex due to parameters affecting the thermal balance of building materials (physical properties and canyon geometry) and due to incident solar and emitted infrared radiation. In general, it has been observed that during day period, the west facade presented higher temperatures than the opposite wall as this could be explained due to facing sun for more time than other wall.

5.3. Surface Temperature (Street Temperature)

Surface temperatures were conducted on the ground by an infrared thermometer equipped with a laser beam, on an hourly basis, at a number of some points across the asphalt street. The surface temperatures were recorded across the canyon on the asphalt street for different urban

![Figure 6. Hourly distributions of wall temperatures for different urban locations.](image)
location in Figure 7. It could be seen from the figure that the street temperature for all building location during day increase with time to maximum value then decrease as do solar radiation with time. But street temperature at building opposite mountain decrease with time during night. Also it could be seen from Figure 7 that the street temperature increase as far from building as this could be due to shade. Figure 7 could be seen that street temperature increase toward western wall for two building opposite other as this could be explain to facing sun. There are a little bits difference in street temperature under and far from power transmission line as this could be explained for shade or difference in place. Finally the street temperature values are higher than both air and surface temperatures.

5.4. Comparison between (Air, Wall and Street) Temperatures

Comparison of (air, wall and street) temperatures have shown in Figure 8 during daytime shows that in almost all cases the street temperature is highest followed by the wall temperature followed by the air temperature, in some cases, the air temperature is higher than the corresponding surface temperatures which was explained probably due to the warming of the air volume by the combined effects of turbulent sensible heat. The results showed that there were less air temperature variations compared with the surface temperatures due to street geometry and sky view factor.

6. Conclusions

The analysis of temperature distribution in different urban street canyon has been performed in Aswan Egypt under hot summer conditions. The analysis of the field measurements has led to the following observations:

1) The air temperature, wall temperature, and street temperature for most urban location during day time increase with time to a maximum value, then decrease with time. And continuous decreasing during night.

2) The air temperature and wall temperature for most urban location (except ship in Nile river) at the same time decrease with floor number i.e. decrease as far up from land.

3) The air and wall temperatures for ship at Nile river was found to be increased with floor number.

4) For the two building opposite each other the measured air and wall temperatures differences between the two facades vary, as a function of the canyon layout and the surface characteristics.

5) Comparison between air temperature during day and night it could be seen that temperature values for day is more than for night.

6) Comparing of air temperature for all urban location it could be seen that air temperature for two building opposite each other has a lower value followed by building on Nile river shore followed by building at front of mountain.

7) Comparison of the hourly surface temperatures measured on the opposite building walls from the ground level up to the fourth floor has shown that the west facade presented greater temperatures than the opposite (east facade). The measured temperature differences between the opposite canyon walls during the day were higher at the fourth floor, because of the increased solar radiation and at the ground floor, as a result of the higher ground.

Figure 7. Hourly distributions of street temperatures for different urban locations.
temperatures and the reduced wind effect.

8) Analysis of the street temperatures across a section from east to west facing mountain revealed the existence of maximum surface temperatures on the asphalt street up to 68.9°C, during midday, due to the vertical incidence of solar radiation.

9) The above results indicate that the air temperature distribution inside a street canyon is the function of canyon geometry and orientation, as well as, of the optical and thermal properties of building and street materials and ambient weather conditions. Furthermore, the understanding of the specific thermal characteristics is essential for the understanding of airflow inside the canyons and for the studies of natural and hybrid ventilation in the urban environment.
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